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Mixed signals in Mexico City
US officials try to dispel
neighbor’s anxiety over
border operations
By AZAM AHMED, GARDINER
HARRIS AND RON NIXON
NEW YORK TIMES

MEXICO CITY — In the White
House, President Donald Trump
was telling U.S. chief executives
Thursday that the days of being
treated unfairly by Mexico — on
trade, on immigration, on crime
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— were over.
“You see what’s happening at
the border: All of a sudden for
the first time, we’re getting gang
members out,” Trump said, referring to his instructions to
step up deportations of unauthorized immigrants. “And it’s a
military operation.”
But in Mexico, his homeland
security secretary, John Kelly,
was saying the opposite, trying
to tamp down fears of a military
operation and to assure the public that U.S. soldiers would not

U.S. Secretary
of State Rex
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Luis Videgaray
at the Foreign
Affairs Ministry
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on Thursday.
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be used to police the border.
“I repeat: There will be no use
of military in this,” Kelly said at
a news conference Thursday, appearing with Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson. “At least half of
you try to get that right, because
TURN TO MEXICO » PAGE A7
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STEWARTS POINT RANCH » Land between Jenner and Sea Ranch
protected under new $6 million historic conservation agreement

Many mourn loss of
thrift shop, rehab center
purchased by tribe
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

For decades, it’s been one of
the biggest emporiums for secondhand goods north of the
Golden Gate, but it’s also been a
place where alcoholics and drug
addicts get a chance to straighten up and live productive lives.
The sale of Salvation Army’s
Lytton Springs Adult Rehabilitation Center last month has
prompted a massive moving sale
that ends Saturday, as well as
sadness among long-time customers and uncertainty for staff
members who will need to find
new jobs.
“What a wonderful place it
has been,” said Christy Delucchi of Windsor, a retired teacher
shopping with a friend Thursday.
She has patronized the Lytton
Springs shops north of Healdsburg for years, discovering
“treasures” among the handme-downs.
“I’ve found wonderful things
— music boxes, things with tags
and never worn,” she said, ticking off a list of other finds like
upscale yard art and a coffee table for $40. “We’re going to really miss it.”
Beyond the thrift store bargains offered since the 1950s, it
also has served as a place where
thousands of men have completed a rigorous, six-month rehabilitation program designed to
keep them clean and sober.
They work in the center’s daily operations and recycling program, and also have counseling,
Bible study, anger management
classes and chapel services.
Over the past year, 252 men
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COASTAL PACT: The Stewarts Point Ranch comprises 868 acres of coastal land that incorporates about a mile of coastal bluff north of Salt Point State Park. The Sonoma
County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District and various other agencies struck a $6 million deal to preserve the area for the Kashia Band of Pomo Indians.

Sacred area part of deal
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

M

artina Morgan’s black
hair whipped about
as she gazed out from
Stewarts Point in northwest
Sonoma County this week at
a stunning expanse of Pacific
Ocean.
Far below her, waves
crashed on a rock-strewn
beach where Morgan and her
great-grandfather gathered
shellfish, seaweed and other
dietary staples of the Kashia
Band of Pomo Indians. Leonard Marrufo is gone now, but
the rope the pair relied on to
rappel down the 70-foot cliff to

access the beach is still there,
attached to a wooden post buried deep in the bluff.
Now vice chairwoman of the
Kashia tribe, Morgan said the
site between Jenner and The
Sea Ranch is sacred ground for
the tribe’s 1,000 members, the
place where they believe their
creator sent down spirits with
explicit instructions that they
take only what they need and
leave the rest.
“That’s our island,” Morgan
said, pointing to a large flat-top
rock she said her ancestors
climbed to access the land.
The tribe’s special connecTURN TO STEWARTS » PAGE A9

TOUR: Officials with the Save the Redwoods League and the Sonoma County
Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District tour Stewarts Point Ranch.
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Weakened Dems opt for total war on Trump
Party leaders take cue
from constituents; some
argue for compromise
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Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer of N.Y., right, and several other
Senate Democrats take part in a Feb. 17 news conference in Washington.

WASHINGTON — Reduced
to their weakest state in a generation, Democratic Party leaders will gather in two cities this
weekend to plot strategy and
select a new national chairman
with the daunting task of rebuilding the party’s depleted
organization. But senior Democratic officials concede that the
blueprint has already been cho-

sen for them — by an incensed
army of liberals demanding no
less than total war against President Donald Trump.
Immediately after the November election, Democrats
were divided over how to handle
Trump, with one camp favoring
all-out confrontation and another backing a seemingly less
risky approach of coaxing him
to the center with offers of compromise.
Now, spurred by explosive
protests and a torrent of angry
phone calls and emails from constituents — and outraged themselves by Trump’s swift moves
TURN TO DEMOCRATS » PAGE A2

